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3. Violence. Tempers flare and a few patients tend to become more agitated and violent in crowded conditions. Instances of violence have occurred in various ED waiting rooms over who is to be seen first, creating a hostile atmosphere. Bodily harm has occurred to both nursing staff and emergency physicians.

4. Lost “Golden Hour.” Bad outcome has resulted from overcrowded conditions. Patients with subtle presentations of serious diseases such as MI, PE, rupturing aortic aneurysms, ectopic pregnancy, or stroke may miss the “golden hour” of effective treatment waiting on a gurney in the hallway. Additionally, patients with serious infections such as sepsis, pneumonia or meningitis may experience delays which result in bad outcome. I am aware of a patient who sat in an ER waiting room for four hours with Fournier’s Gangrene, and as a result had a bad outcome. As physicians are seeing more complex and acutely ill patients, some feel they do not have adequate time to thoroughly evaluate each patient.

5. Ambulance diversions. Ambulance diversion has increased both in urban and suburban areas. The consequences of these diversions include significantly increased transport times, risk of traffic accidents en route, and potential for poor clinical outcome.

6. Increased errors in treatment. Feeling rushed and under time pressure results in errors and risk for malpractice or legal action. Decision errors have resulted from miscommunication during periods of overwhelming patient volume. With increasing numbers of patients, errors such as mislabeled specimens or drug dosing also increase in frequency.

The problem of overcrowding in EDs will not improve until hospitals invest money to improve service. EM physicians need to demand legislation aimed at improving the overcrowding problem.
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**Landmark Trial Starts**

By Howard Davis, MD, FFAEM, FACEP

June 30, 2000, marked an historic day for the specialty of Emergency Medicine. On that day, ACHP (Affiliated Community Healthcare Physicians) submitted its trial documents in the case of ACHP v. CHW (Catholic Healthcare West). With the support of the American Academy of Emergency Medicine, the California Medical Association, the California Society of Anesthesiologists, the California Radiology Society and the California Society of Pathologists, a group of practicing Emergency Physicians (EPs) and other Hospital Based Physicians has taken on a multibillion dollar hospital corporation. The trial may last through the summer and into the fall.

For those unfamiliar with the case, a brief summary follows: In October of 1997 CHW announced the purchase of “the management arm” of EPMG (Emergency Physicians Medical Group). The purchase price was $40 million and I believe most of this went to a handful of top shareholders. The working EPs in EPMG, many of whom received nothing from this purchase, were tied to this management arm (renamed “Meriten”) by a thirty-year contract which provided a thirty-

(continued on page 4)
Clinical Review (cont.)

Phenobarbital loading obviates the need for prescriptions or further patient compliance with regard to taking medication. Often one dose of parenteral phenobarbital will result in adequate sedation, thus allowing the emergency physician to attend to other duties. The long half-life of phenobarbital makes a discharge prescription unnecessary, with the same benefits of a BZDs such as GABA agonism and seizure prophylaxis. The drug is also quite inexpensive compared to some of the newer BZDs. In their study of phenobarbital for alcohol withdrawal, Young and colleagues administered a loading dose of 260 mg IV followed by 130 mg increments every 30 minutes until sedation was achieved. (6) Their mean loading dose was 598 mg IV, and 96% of patients showed improvement with minimal side effects and no further convulsions.
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(Trial cont.)

year stream of profits to Meriten, a for-profit subsidiary now wholly owned by CHW. Many EPs throughout the system felt that this arrangement was in effect a kickback, and that EPMG now enjoyed a competitive advantage in the CHW marketplace by virtue of paying this kickback in return for their hospital contracts. These “non-EPMG” EPs protested the deal vociferously, were largely ignored, and thus chose to organize themselves into ACHP to stop the deal.

Grounds for the lawsuit include violations of California’s bar against the Corporate Practice of Medicine, unfair business practices, and fee-splitting. A separate lawsuit, filed by James Severance MD, an EP who lost his contract at CHW/St. Joseph’s Hospital in Phoenix, alleges additional federal racketeering violations. Led by the CMA and AAEM, hospital based physician organizations throughout the state have lined up behind ACHP in the form of an amicus curiae (friend of the court) brief filed and accepted by the court in May. It appears that much of the California physician community has found common cause with ACHP’s fight against the exploitation of physicians.

REMINDER

AAEM Scientific Assembly
Orlando, Florida
February 22 – 25, 2001
Request days off from the ED schedule now!
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